
In times of uncertainty, 
everyone benefits from 

predictability!

TEACCH Visual Countdowns & Time Limits 



During times of change, we are all trying to adjust to different schedules and routines. 
You may find yourself looking for ways to help the autistic individual engage in a variety 
of tasks, not just preferred ones all day long. 

Or, you may be hoping to help the individual play independently for a period of time so 
that you can also get something done. 

Some activities and routines have a clear beginning and end, such as a puzzle or 
brushing your teeth. But other activities do not have a clear end. For example, playing a 
video game or playing outside could go on for an indefinite amount of time – there is no 
clear end. 

In order to help an autistic individual understand the passage of time and concept of 
“finished,” you can show the individual an activity is almost done by using a visual 
countdown. Just like with visual schedules, you can use objects, pictures, or written 
words to match the individual’s level of understanding.

TEACCH Visual countdowns and time limits 

Helpful Hints
• The person setting the countdown should be the only ne to remove the 

objects or post-its or cross off the numbers, not the autistic individual.



Take one Lego off the top of the tower to show the passage of time. When all Legos 
are gone, the activity is done.
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Post It 

Remove one post it at a time. When all of the post its are gone, the activity is 
finished.
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Cross numbers off to show the individual how much time is left or how long they 
have to keep working.
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Fold the number up on completing to show the 
individual how much time is left or how long 
they have to keep working. This can be used for 
example when  going shopping
5- Walking to the shop
4- Looking for an item in the shop
3- Waiting to pay
2- Paying 
1- Walking back
0- Activity finished

Numbers



Stop watch timers can also be used. However, the benefit to using visuals is that you 
can physically manipulate , like the post it notes or crossing off numbers, is that you can 
control the time between when the individual starts and finishes the activities. 
• If you need an activity to last longer you can wait to cross out the number until you 

absolutely ready for the individual to move on. Or if you need to move on quicker 
than the first few.
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Stop watch, 24 Hour Clock & Sand timers

24 Hour clock can be used to 
show the passage of time. As 
the car moves into the 
Minecraft section the 
activity start, moved out the 
activity has finished. 



24 Hour clock, Stop watch & Sand timers


